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Seeing the benefits our unique Building Operations Support System (BOSS) delivers is a tangible reminder 
of our commitment to supporting companies and our clients to do better business.
 
We continue to work with a diverse range of clients - from those gathering data for more than 1200 
properties to brands focused on smaller projects requiring specialised risk data - our AESC team responds 
with a software platform solution to gather site data from audits to suit a variety of needs.
 
Our work with clients include system and portfolio set-up and training, as well as ongoing direct client 
access and in house support. The outcomes we achieve speak for themselves and we’re proud to see things 
running so smoothly for clients property operations transitioning to the BOSS Platform.
 
Our experienced team attend workshop meetings to custom scope, design and train. BOSS custom reports 
- complete with carefully-modified input pages for data entry - are designed in line with our clients input for 
the right outcome. A thorough, written explanation of every aspect of the work we produce is also given to 
the clients to help them do business better internally with their own property teams, which in turn provides 
better ownership and use of the online system.
 
The speed and efficiency of our BOSS Platform has impressed our clients and is testament to the quality of 
our in house AESC support team, who are always available to assist and guide clients where required.
 
From a business perspective, delivering services and systems that are both adding value to our own 
company and pro-actively beneficial for the client receiving them, is a positive outcome for AESC.
 
We also work in with our clients to explore ways we can offer our BOSS service and expertise to their other 
trusted consultants. This enable clients to govern the data input and outputs with all third party providers 
- a direction that would see us produce a truly comprehensive and individually-tailored risk reporting 
platform from BOSS. With controlled resources to gather the data and a central cloud based system to store 
and maintain the data integrity for the client, the applications for ESM or PRA are a dynamic and business 
leading system for property portfolios. 
 
Diversifying our software delivery is a great step to further strengthen what AESC offers the market.
 
Our BOSS offering Platform delivers:

• Exclusive cloud-based ESM management system
• Secure user-specific logins
• Complete visibility of data via customised customer views  
• Flexibility to manage a property or an entire portfolio
• Improved risk-management transparency
• Live status reporting and KPI management tools
• Warehousing for plans, photos and other relevant docs
• Comprehensive suite of user-specific data push reports

For better business, choose BOSS.
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